The Chemistree Toolbox:
everything you need for matching and management

The Chemistree toolbox modules are extremely sophisticated so we can quickly offer you a suitable and reliable
solution. Each module can be slightly modified depending on how you want to use it. With our individual concepts
and specific questionnaires, we can precisely target your goals for your next venture. You can choose and combine
the different program modules yourself or use one of our Suites, where we have combined the modules that suit the
most common and sought after usage scenarios. There are four categories of program modules with different usage
parameters and functionalities.
Get to know our modules and Suites!

Networking Module

Chemistree’s central tool: Our Networking Modules connect those people that will bring out the best in each other.
Our Networking Modules will create the perfect matching, for any setting and any scope and depth of connection,
including inspiring Lunch Dates. Other modules will create more in-depth 1:1 connections or link up whole groups both
short or long term. Further Chemistree Networking Modules are tailored to optimise your company or organisational
structure.

Management Module
The Chemistree Management Modules will significantly simplify the organisation and communication around your
ventures and events. After you have combined harmonious teams and tandems with the Networking Modules, you
can define groups or circles according to organisation or topic. The module will support you to manage your

participants and supply them with tailor-made information. You will keep and overview over who is linked with whom
and our Management Modules will make it very easy for you to keep pulling the strings.

Social Network Module: Find & Connect

Free networking for your participants, always in line with data protection and your company guidelines: this is what our
Find & Connect Module can offer you. You can use it whenever you want to give your target audience the opportunity
to look for interesting contacts, even in very individual circumstances. Of course we can tailor the module to your
specific needs.

Event Module: Special Events

One module, many possibilities. The Special Events Module will support you to organise events that promote or support
your main venture. Barnstorming kick offs for example will really add momentum to conferences or longer term
programs. Furthermore, you can magnify this effect if you use the Event Module to create the right personal
connections and create a buzz with relevant news that will reach its peak at the actual event.

You need more? We can do that!
If our broad spectrum of modules and functionalities does not cover your needs, we’ll get creative. Talk to us! We are
constantly expanding our toolbox and are looking forward to developing completely new modules with you.

Modules ➝ Suites ⤵
Your tailor-made solution
You want to optimise your internal organisation, establish a community or turn a mentoring program or conference
into a success story? Take the easy way: our Suites will always offer you the perfect combination of modules for your
needs.

This does not mean that you are limiting yourself. If you want to use a module that is not part of your Suite, you can
simply add it, also later on in the process. Newly added modules integrate seamlessly into your Chemistree System and
will access existing databases without any problems.
We will introduce you to our Suites on the following pages. If you have any questions or want to talk to us about a
specific venture, please contact us at:

Chemistree GmbH
Hohenadlstraße 4
85737 Ismaning
+49 89 45564654
info@chemistree.de

